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A graph on n vertices is called circular if its automorphism group contains an n-cycle. kt 
a(G) and a(G) be, respectively, the clique number and the independence number of tic gl*aph 
0. A graph 0 with II vertices is calkd an (a, o)-graph if 
(1) n = a(G)cu(G) + 1, 
(2) every vertex is in Cd&ly a(G) maximum independent sets and o(Gj maximum cl.iq:ues, 
and 
(3) each maximum clique isltersects all but one maximum independent wt, and vice versa. 
A graph is a&d critical if it is imperfect and all of its proper induced subgraphs are perfect. 
Lovasx and Padberg showed that all critical graphs are (a,~)-graphs. Only one method is 
known for constructing circular (a, o)-graphs. We show that the only criticall graphs which arise 
from this construction are the odd, chordless cycles of length at least 5, and their complements. 
Coven a graph G, we define a(G), o(G), and r(G) to be, respectively, the 
independence number, the clique number, and the chromatic number of 6. A 
graph G is said to be perfect if o(H) = r(H) for all induced subgraphs H of G. A 
graph G is said to b-z criticsl if it is imperfect and all of its proper induced 
subgraphs are perfect. Finally, we let IGi denote the number oE vertices of G. 
The Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture of Berge states that the only critical 
graphs are odd chord&x graphs of letigth at least five, called ho& and their 
complements, called antihoks The We& Perfect Graph Conjecture, which was 
proved by Lov&sz in 1972. states that a graph G is perfect if and only if its 
complement e is perk%. He actually proved more: 
Thsorrrm 1 (Lov&sz [4& A graph G is perfect if and only if a(Jf) l w<H)a IHI for 
al2 imhced subgraphs H of G. 
A consequence of the above theorem is the fact that if G is critical, then 
ICI= a(G) l o(G)+ 1. 
IIb#h&bm. Let lGl= n, a(G) = cy, w(G) = o. The graph G is called an (a, ti)- 
graph if it satisfies the following three properties. 
(1) n =cro+l, 
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(2) evq vt:rtex is in exactly amaximum indevindent sets and omaximum 
cIiques, and 
(3) each mraximum clique intersects all but one maximum independent set, and 
vice versa, : I 
The following theorem shows why the idea of an (ar, &graph is important. 
w 2 @a&erg [SD. Bzry c@ic@ gw&i’s a .(a &gwpha 
. 
We say that a graph G is circular if the autcrmorphism pup of G contains a 
IGI+zycle. EquivalentlyS G is circular if it is possible to find a set 13 of integ&s and 
a l&elling of the vertices of G with the non-negative integers less than IGl so t&t 
vert&es ii $nlil,‘f:~~~,S$j&&t “ifl:tid ?i& if (i”’ j)(mod ti) is in D. 
Given sets of in&gers 4, i = 1, 1,2,. . . i k,, we define certain operqtions on 
these sets as follows: 
(1) XL Ai =EXa,: q E Ail, 
(21 ,AA,=(a,--cr,:4,a,~AJ~ and 
(3) @$ ={ia;:lJ&.&}. ’ i 
‘It ~JS $+nyi iif [~]3@t if G iS. a -cifcf?aa lol, w)-pph, then there exist sets of 
he@. A a&J”@ ti@h \A{ %, (Y $@ ISI =;,o, and, a’ label&g &the vertices of G 
with t6e non-negative &tegem less than %9 so that: 
(1) A+B=(O,l,..., aw-l}(modau+l), and 
‘(2) the vertices i and i are adjacent if and only if i-j~AB(modcroi1). 
Wle ignore the hops created at each vertex biy condition 2. 
In the I- paper* the~following problem is >posed: Characterize all circular 
c&ical graphs. This problem $is of some intezest, since ,all known critical graphs, 
the holes and ~~~tiholes,. are circdar; : We give a partial characterization later in 
this paper. 
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The oidy known method of co!#ru&ni wts A and 3, with IAl = or, Iii= O, and 
A+B={;O,l,..., (ro - lxmod n) is found 4 fal. We now give this method. 
“” nick 2k positive integers {aI, a2,. . . :, %) and {cl, c2,. . . , ck} with the 1 bw 
~~tnarar=ni’c,,11,andw.=~=t~.r(et4-~~_1ai,~~~-1s,~dlet 
s1=(0,1,2,...,(c1-l)}P 
RI y 1% %lr 2cr9 l l l 5 (al - UC& > 
S2=(01wl,2clal,* l l ,(c2- l)c&, 
~2=QP,CZClQl,2c2Cl0l,...,(u2- l’)C$& 
5 
s, = @, dk-&k-l, zdk&_,, L . . , (Ck L_ l~&&J, ’ 
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Finally, we let A = cr_ I I+ and B =C:_1 Si. 
As an example, let cy =4ando=6.Pick+ ~2, u2=2, c1=2, andcz=3. Then, 
s, = (0, l}, & = IO, 21, Sz = {0,4,f% R;, y=‘-. (0, 121, 
B = {O, 1,4,5,&C@, and A = (0,2,12,14}. 
The sets yielded by this construction are called Degenerate British Number 
systems (abbreviated DBNS) by deBruijn. For convenience, in our generaI 
construction we will let the vector (cl, a,, c2, a2, . . .) ck, ak) correspond to the Sets 
A and B. 
We define a number system to be any system of two sets Pk and B, with IA\ = (Y 
and II31 = o, such that all sums in A + B are distinct (mod CYW +1). Each such 
system corresponds to a circular (q &graph, bcxause if A +B = 
W, 1 ,..., i-l,i+l,..., aro}(mod are + I), then by adding (are - i) to each ele- 
ment in the set B, we obtain a set B’ with the properties that AB’ = AB and 
A+B’=(OJ,..., cyw - l}(mod cue + 1). 
We can get new number systems from old ones in three ways. First, we can add 
a constant to every element in A or B, as seen in the preceding paragraph. 
Second, we can multiply both A and B by any number m which is relatively 
prime to (cyo + 1). This does not disturb the requirement that A + B have distinct 
sums. Third, we can mu%iply either A or 3 by (-1). To se.e this, let (A, B) be a 
number system, and let A’ = A, B’ = (-1)B. Also, let n = MI + 1. If the sums in 
A’+B’ are not distinct, then there exist al,, a$ in A‘, and /!I;, b$ in B’, such that 
ai+b+ ai+bi(mod n). But then ai+(-b$)=a;l+(-&)(mod n), and since (-bid 
and (-b$) are in B, the sums in A + B are not distinct, which contradicts the fact 
that (A, B) is a number system. 
Of the three operations on number systems given above, the only one which 
changes AB is the second onen If G is a circular (a, &graph corresponding to the 
number system (A, B), and H is the graph corresponding to the number system 
(mA, mB), where (m, n) = 1, then H is isomorphic to G, the isomorphism king 
the map that takes the vertex i in G to the vertex mi in H. 
hamma 1. b?t (A, B) be a DBNS with vector (cl, al, . . . , ck, a& Let G be the 
corresponding circular (a, &graph. Let H be the graph conqmading to the DBNS 
with vector (cz, a2, . . . , ck, ak, cl, al). 7hen H is isomorphic to G. 
IFroof. I& the DBNS corresponding to H be (A,, B,). We recall that I3 = 
s,+s,+ l l l i Sk, where Si = (0, G_lbi_l, . . . , (q i l)di_,bi_,}. We note also that 
BpS:+SF+- l +S:, where 
si’= o,- i 
dibi ,2 dbi dibi 
Cl% 
-,*-&+1-lb--& l 
Cl% I 
(Here we define ck+l = c,.) 
If we multiply every element of eac’rl St by (clal), \vfe do not affect I-I, since 
&amn 2. Lef: (A, B) be a DBNS with wect(~ (c, ulP . . . ( ckr *). Let 6 be the 
ewnespo&ing cim* (81, o)-gra& lf exactly one i# &e {q} is 8zot equait to 1, then 
G”is-a 4z’!-graph. , , 
Fhn& By Imnma 1, we .&y ;-tune that hfl, and q=l for i<k. Then 
A=R,+At,+**~+&, *where &J=(O), for:i<lrc, a& &=={U&,24,..., 
I%-l)i&). A&o, B=S,+ l l l +&, where s* ={Os d&td+~, - . - , (q - 1)d&. 
‘rnus, B={O,l,2 I..., -&- 11, which meam that G is a c-?-graph. 0 
3. m(G) = 2’ 
We now turn our attention to gkphs with clique size equal to a power of 2. We 
show that no new m&al graphs arise in@ case. * 
I ” *I - _, 
Lmmm 3. Let (A, B) be d! -DBNS withkctor (Q, al, . . . , q, e). Let G be the 
cxmeqm&g circular (a, o)-graph, and asmtne that o(G) = 2! Then: 9 w~ins 
4&& a&e ot an antihole. 
I , 
Pmaf. 22 first show t&at we hay &ssume tha:: q = 2 for 1 d i *: ‘, and hence that 
1= k, By applying Lemma 1, we may assume thar l~l.H. If c, = 1 for any ibl, 
then tk sets I&, and & &p be adM torgetier as follows: 
she q == 1 impk that 4 = 4il. In the above set _R6_l, if i = 2, then b. is taken to 
be the empty product, namely I. So, 
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which means; that q-1 and a, can be replaced by their: product, and q can be 
ignored, giving us a new vetor (cl9 al, . . . , q_+ q_lq, q+l, t$+l,. . . , ck, t&). 
If q = 2’, r > 1, i > 1, then we can split S, into t sets as follows: 
It is easy to see that Si=Sr+S:+* l * -+ S;. These new sets correspond to the new 
vector (Cl, al, C2, c[xz, . . l , q-1, l&-1,2,1,2,1, . . . ,2, t& . . . , ck, &), where Ci has 
been replaced by (r) 2’s and (t - 1) 1%. 
-* 
Finally, if cl = 2’, r 11, then we split S1 into the r sets 
s; = 10, I], $=(O, 21, o ’ l s; ={O, 2r-I). 
To these new sets we let correspond the vector (2,1,2,1, . . . ,2, a,, c2, . . . , %). 
As before, cl has been replaced by (r) 2’s and (I- 1) 1’s. Thus, we may assume 
that c,=2 for 1si~L and hence that 1=k. 
From Lemma 2, we may assume that at least two of the {a,} do not equal 1, and 
from Lemma 1 we may assume that & # 1, a, = a2 = l l l = Q,__~ = 1, and ag $c 1, for 
some ::gk-1. We define: 
E = 2kbk-1, D = 2k-1h_1 + 2k-2bk_2+ l l l + 2”bg + (2g - I), 
~=2~-‘h_~+(2~-1), and d=E-c. 
We note that ~2 = 2”b, + 1, and that 9 =(a>, l}+(O, 2}+= l l +{O, 2g-‘)+ 
{0,2’b,l+ l l l +{0, 2k-‘h_I}. Thus it is easy to see tJnat D E AB, c E Al?, and since 
d = (2k-‘&-1) - (2g - 1), we have d E Al?. Notice also that c -t 1 is not in A& since 
c + 1s 2g(mod 2gbg), and no difference in AI3 is in this residue class. 
We introduce the following notation: To denote the cycle with vertices 
109 rl, f'29 . . . . rk} written in order, we will write the differences in order: (rr, r2- 
r1 9.*.9 rk -rk-1, n - rk). As an example, if n = 17 and a cycle has vertices 
(0, 1,4,8,13}, then we shall write this cycle as (1,3,4,5,4). 
If G is a circular graph corresponding to the DBNS (A, I$, then the cycle 
( s1, s2, . . . , Sk) is in G if and only if si E dB for all i, and cF= 1 Si = O(mod n). 
Returning to the proof, we let c denote the following cycle: 
(c, 4 c, 4 . . . , c, 4 4 c, 0. 
uu 
1 2 &-1 
We claim that if 2&?! AB, then C is a hole. To see this, first assume that ak > 2. 
The~n~n>3~2k~1~_~,~~hile2c+l=2k~_,+(2g+1-2)~3~2k~‘~_~,so2c+l~~n. 
But 2c + 1 > E > D, andl D is the largest difference in M which is less than $I, so 
2@ k 1 $?! AB. Now Qssume that 68k = 2. Then C %s the cycle (c, d, d, c, 1). In tins 
namely: 
2d = 2k4_*- 2o+’ + 2, 
This l!ast equation implies that 
2da2k4_l- 2k+2=2k--14_l+2k--l(bl,_l-2$+2 
3 2k-l4+ 
IIf + SO, then from (1) WC: have: 
’ 2ac2k-24-2+ . * +2qj 
0 
+p-I+. . .+I 
(2) 
G 2k-24_2+ ZkB3 4_2+* l .*+2g4_2+(2g-l) 
, =; &k-1~~~$k_2+(i~ - l)=2k-14_&2g(4_2-1)-l 
which ant&h% (2). ‘a ek = 1. 
Using this fact, and equating both expmions for 2d, we obtain: 
2k-14_l- 2g+l+ 2 = ~_1(2k-%&_~ + l . l z :‘ + t;+,(2g+‘bg) 
+@g(2g-1)+b l l+ei. (3) 
If g=k-I, then h_2=tky3=* ‘0 = bl = 1, so t&e right hand side of (3) is less 
than 2k--B, whi.@ .fhe teft *d s!* qt13ls 2k-‘(4_a- 2)+ 2. This ii&ie~ that 
L= 
fk.B = Ml, 2,3,. * . , zk-‘-c 1, zk-‘+ 1, 2k-3 t a:, . . . , 2k +zzk-‘- l}, 
where the f: sign means that if < is a number in the above set, then both q and -q 
are in dB. Now let C equal the following (2% -t l.)syde: 
(2k + 2!k-1 - 1, -(2k - I), 2k + 2k-1 -1,2k+1,2k+l,2k,2k,. . .,2k,2k), 
_A’ r+J< ,1 
E-l ,j E+2 E E 
w:lGre the&‘ are (ar, -2) &&s of size E-at the end, It & eas)t ti check that C is 
cho&e!ps 7 I , L . ,*: ’ . ‘i7‘< 
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We may now assume that g <k - 1. We continue with the two expressions for 
2d ‘I& left hand side of (3) is not less than 
2k-1&_1- 2k-1+2=2k-1(b&*-l)+2=2i(-1(Qlr_JJ&_~-1)+2, 
while the right hand side of (3) is not more than 
2k-14_2+2R-34_2+* l l +2g4_2-k(2g-l) 
= (2’“L 2=)4_,+~2~-1~=2k-*4_,-2~(4_2- 1)- 1 
c 2k-l4+ (4) 
So, in order that (3) be true, it is necessary that a__1 = 1. Using this fact, which 
implies that 4+ = 4 _2, we find that the left hand side of (3) equals 
2k-14_2-28+1+2, 
while from (4), the right hand side of (3) is not more than 
2L-‘4_2-2g(&_2-- 1)- 1. 
So the first expression above is not more than the second, i.e. 
2’&-2- 1)+1-2g+1+2G0, or 2g(&_2-3)+3Go. 
This implies that &_2 == 2. Thus, we have that bk-3 = l l l = bg = 2, since sg > 1. So, 
equation (3) becomes: 
zk -2”’ +2 = ek_12k-1 + ek_22k-2+ ’ ’ ’ 
+ eg+'2&+' + es2s-' + l l l + el. 
If g = 1, then the left hand side is 2(mod 4). So, g > 1. 
We shall now dispose of this final case. We have: 
6) 
i$__l=Qk_2=‘**=CLg+l=l, a, = 2, a,-1 =...= 1 al = A, 
q‘a2,l<g<k-1, and la=2k+‘~c++i-1. 
We also have E~2~+l and D=2k+2k-1+*.*+2~~+1+2s-1+*.=+1= 
2k+1-2g - 1. Let C be the following (2~~ +l)-cycle: 
(2k+1 . -2g_2, -(2k+L2g-.-L2), 2k+‘-29-2, 
E-2 
2k 2k+3 2k2k 2k Zk) 
J’U’*-*‘,-..I ’ 
k+3 E E 
where there are (ak - 2) blocks of .E at the end. Since all of the differences are 
greater than $D, there are no chcrds possible xcept hose involving at least one 
of the first four vertices. These vertices are 0, 2k+1 -28 - 2, 25 and 2k+1- 2. If 
% >2, then the chord lengths involving these vertices are either congruent o 
2g(mod2g”‘) or greater than D, and no difference in Al3 is congruent rz 
2’(mod 2’+‘). If c& = 2, there is a chord between the vertex 2g and the fifth 
d Ql(e)=2k : ;. 
1 I .’ 
. . 
1 
. + 
>.I L 
Before we can proceed to the cJeneral case, we nqed to ,&sp+me with those 
graphs whose corrmpo@& ygy hfi;s c;)c = 2 for +l i As before, we will s@ow 
thayb no new critical &hs’a&e G this’ca&. ’ ’ ’ 
j 
lP&. We re&l th& B = S,+$$ ; l +S,., ‘&h&e s, ={O, 2’-‘4-;,12 l 2”f4.+ 
3#. 2‘-‘4 +, . . . , (r; - l)2*%4_3. As before, we let . 
D= f (c(-l)294_~. 
f=l 
The number D is the largest numbers in M v&i&~ is l than @n. 
The proof now splits into two citses, depeikl.i@ vpon thejmrity of cb <We will 
first assume that cj, is odd. We l$l! 
u = (&ck -f 1)2?4-3 - c’s <c, - 1)1-‘44) 
bl,‘ I J 
and 
* ‘/ 3 
VEn_(3U-l). ’ <“;- : : -- ’ , ! 
It is easy L&D xe that UE AB. We claim that Ve2B. X& have< I 
= 4(cc - 3)2k-14ik_l + 2+ ‘$I 254 + ‘f (q - ,3)~+~4_~ 
I=1 i=l 
= [t&k - l)2k-1&_l + I< (q - 1)2+‘4_,] - [$ 2i-14_,l. 
30 -3 
This last expression is the difference of two elements of B, so VE A_B. 
We let C be the following S-cycle: 
w -1, u, v, w. 
We will now show char 7 has no chords. To do this, it is sufficient to show that 
U-l#AB, Ua’V, and U+V>D. 
We need the following inequality, which is true regardless of the parity of ck : 
‘il (q - 1)2i--l4+ < 2k-*h+ 
i=l 
17) 
This is obvious if k = 2, so we will assume that k >2. In this case we have 
jf (q - 6)2’-1d&1 c y @i-1&, + (&__l- 1)zk-*4_2 
i==l 4 = 1 
= y 2i-14 + 2k-*dk_l _ 2k-*h_2 
ia 1 
k-2 
s z , zi-‘dk_*+ 2k-2dk_l - 2k-2dk-2 
is 1 
<2k-2~_2+2k-2d,4-2k-2dk-~ 
= 2k-2i4-~. 
This inequality says, roughly, that the sum of the biggest elements in the sets &, 
i G k - 1, is less than # of the smallest non-zero element in the set h. 
‘We know that every element in AB is of the form 
k 
c E$-14__~, 
i=l 
where -(~-l)G&i~Gq-f for all i 6 k. The inequality (7’) implies that if we have 
two elements x and y in AR, with c& and E[ being the respective coefficients of 
the term 2k-1&_1 in the expansions of x and y in the form of (8), and if E;)E;, 
then x > y. 
We can now pmws that U - 16 AB. If U - 1 were tn AB, and if it were equal to 
the expression (8) above, then &k would be less than +(a + I), since U is the 
rmallest element of AE3 with the tern ?(ck -+ 1)2k’1&-l in its expansion. But then 
” rve would h%ve 
so 4Utn. But since n is odd, we must have:4Ua)t+ 1. 
finally, we wish to show that U+ V>D. From (6), we have 
u+ V= Ck2+&_1+ kc (q - 1)2”“4_~ 3 2’-‘6;_1 
f=l i==l 
k-1 
= (Ck - f)2k-X~_l + c (q - 8)2+‘&_, 
i=l 
+ t 
k-l 
zFd&l-- c 2”~d~_l 
: 1-2 ) 
>.a 
from (7) and the foci that each ci > 1.. . 
For the remainder c\f the proof we assume: that ck is even. WC also assume for 
,ba= moment that k>2. We ,I@ j 
w= &@-ld&_,) + (Cl 4) and N=$(n-1)-M 
We claim that the following S-cycle is chordless: 
It is easy to see that ME Al?. To se+ that NE AB, note that 
, I 
&?a - I) = j@c$& = 2k-‘c~d&. 
SO, N= @~~2k-l4_+- (cl- l), whkh is the difference of t*$, elements of B. 
Hence NEAE 
Srice N <M, we wi& b&one ‘if we: show that gone of the three numbers 2N, 
Mel, %9C X+N is b A3. 
21 
First of all, note that 
2N = cJJ2k-1&_r) - 2(q - 1) 
= (ca - 1)(2k-‘&.l) + (2k-‘d&1 - 2(c1- 1)) 
WI - (ck - l)(2k-“4& + (2c&_1(2”--*d& - 2(q- 1)) 
= (ck - l)(2k-‘&_1) + (ck-I- l)(2k-2&.2) 
+ [(c&l + l)2k-2dk-2 - 2(c, - l)]. (10) 
Our goal is to show that 2N > D. The term in the brackets in (10) equals 
2k-2d&m2+ ck-~2’-*&_2 - 2(cl- 1) 
= 2k-2&.2+[2k-2dk-l -2(C,- 1)-j. Of) 
But since k > 2, we have 2k-2&_I 2 2cl, so the term in the brackets in (11) is 
positive, so the term in the brackets in (10) is greater than 2k-2&-2. Hence, 
2N> (Ck - l)2k-‘d& + (ck_1 - 1)2k-2dk-2+ 2’-*&-2 
= (Ck - 1)2k-“&4 -t 2k-2d;i 1. 
From the definition of D, and inequality (7), we have 
D+Z,-- 1)2k-idk-1+2k-2d+l, (12) 
which implies that 2N > D. Since N <IQ $(pl) > 2N, so 2N# AR 
Next we show that M+ 1 d AE This is true because M+ 1 = cl(mod 2cJ, and no 
difference in M is in this residue class. 
Finally, we see that M+N =&t- 1) = 2k-1Ckdk_l, while from (12) we have 
D <(Ck - 1)2k-‘&l + 2k-1&_I = 2k-1ckdk_-‘., 
so fn > M+ N ‘3> D, which implies that M+ N$ AB. Thus C has no chords. 
To complete the proof; we need only consider the case when k = 2. We have 
S,=(O,l,...,(c,-1)). 
s* = {0,2q, 4q, . . . , (c*-- 1)2c,), 
B=(O,l,2 ,..., (cl---1),2cI,2cIi-1 ,... 93cr-1 ,..., (2c2-l)cI-I}, 
6U3={0,1,..., (Cl--1.),(q+l): . . . . (3c,-l),(3c,+l) ,..., 
(% - l), (5cl+l), . . . 3 (2c~--1)Cy-.f), 
II = 4ClC2+ 1. 
The following 5-cycle is chordless, as is easiiy checked: 
c = {(c*- l)ca - 1, 1, (c*+ l)q -- 1, c*c1+ 1, c2c1+ I}. 
This completes the pm>f of the lemma. Cl 
Ia &is section we show that no new critical graphs arise frmn Degenerate 
Br?M9h !+%&%z systems. ’ I 
/ _ ’ 
lhrol’ &Gsing the method given at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 3, we 
may 8smne that none of the {q} Or {c& &qua;ts 1, WC miiy 8&O liw3me that there 
are c, and q, both of which 5ve at least 3. For &not; then either Lemma 3 or 
LaJlma 4 applies. By using Lemma 2, we may ass-e that % >2., Finally, for the 
p=M I= 
~&#@&.&Q>2. ' 
AS MO=, bt g r.d&iirI if iaud:i a~ irwo adjacent vertkm; in- (3, theme the 
sma&r of the two di@wps v@h @y gepzate (nmd n) is lew thm E in 
absolute value. Let F i &_,&_l &d H= (a b ~)~~l~_l. Then ./E H, and 2F+ 1 
tie ti in AI3. So the following cycle is a (2& - l)-cyde in G: 
23 
where &-l&_I+q E AB for all i, ~2% - 1, and 
This last equation implies that 
Let L = &uk_2r and note that L E ~__,. We also see that 
!&-&-~+ 1= u~-&&J&_~d~_*+ 1 
= c&_&+& + 1 
= a&(Ck_ 1- l,L]+ (u&._~ - l)L + (L + 1). 03) 
Now, let t =2&+ and let 
6( ck+-l)L if lGisQk_+ 
ei =L 
t 
if a,_,+l~i~t-1, 
L+l ifi=t. 
From (13) we have: 
i e, = b&&_,+ 1. 
i=l 
Also, E5;_Ih_I+e, is in AL3 for all i, and since %_1 <ak, we see that t G2a, - 1. 
Finally, note that every possible chord has length not less than E, so C has no 
chords. This completes the proof of the theorem. fl 
The follow&g theorem is a restatement of Theorem 3, and provide? a partial 
answer to the problem at the end of Section 1. 
libomm A Vte only critical cimikz: (cv, &graph arising fmm Degenerate British 
Nunder systems are holes and antiholes. 
6. Reamrks 
It is not known whether there exist any number systems which cannct be 
obtained from Degenerate British Number Systems. AU cases with a 9 o < 49 
have been checked, and no unexpected number systems were found. With the 
idea in mind that new number systems were more likely to be found if neither a 
nor o were a prime power, the case a = 6, o = 10 was checked, with no new 
number systems being found. 
Tb author wmld Wee to thank Scot Drysd$e for writing the cmnputer 
program which gave the &me nuneaical results, and Alan Tucker and Ftonald 
Graham f4x theti suggestions. ) I! 8 
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